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Abstract

Comparative or homology protein structure modeling is severely limited by errors in the 

alignment of a modeled sequence with related proteins of known three-dimensional structure. 

To ameliorate this problem, we developed an automated method that optimizes both the 

alignment and the model implied by it. This task is achieved by a genetic algorithm protocol that 

starts with a set of initial alignments, and then iterates through re-alignment, model building, and 

model assessment to optimize a model assessment score. During this iterative process, (i) new 

alignments are constructed by application of a number of operators, such as alignment 

mutations and cross-overs; (ii) comparative models corresponding to these alignments are built 

by satisfaction of spatial restraints, as implemented in our program MODELLER; and (iii) the 

models are assessed by a composite score, partly depending on an atomic statistical potential. 

When testing the procedure on a very difficult set of 19 modeling targets sharing only 4-27% 

sequence identity with their template structures, the average final alignment accuracy increased 

from 37 to 45% relative to the initial alignment (the alignment accuracy was measured as the 

percentage of positions in the tested alignment that were identical to the reference structure-

based alignment). Correspondingly, the average model accuracy increased from 43 to 54% (the 

model accuracy was measured as the percentage of the Cα atoms of the model that were within 

5Å of the corresponding Cα atoms in the superposed native structure). The present method also 

compares favorably with two of the most successful previously described methods, PSI-BLAST 

and SAM-T99. The accuracy of the final models would be increased further if a better method 

for ranking of the models were available. 
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Introduction

High-throughput sequencing of many genomes is yielding a plethora of protein sequences (1;2). 

The functions of these proteins now need to be described, understood, and manipulated. To this 

end, it is generally useful to know the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the proteins. In the 

absence of an experimentally determined structure, comparative protein structure modeling can 

sometimes provide a useful model of a protein (target) that is related to at least one known 

protein structure (template) (3;4). As a result, comparative protein structure modeling is relevant 

to structure-based functional annotation of proteins and thus enhances the impact of genome 

sequencing, structural genomics, and functional genomics on biology and medicine.

The overall accuracy of useful comparative protein structure models spans a wide range, from 

models with only the correct fold to more accurate models that are comparable to structures 

determined by low-resolution X-ray crystallography or medium-resolution nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (5).  In general, errors in comparative models include errors in 

side-chain packing, distortions and shifts of core segments of the fold, errors in modeling of 

insertions (eg, loops), and errors resulting from an incorrect alignment and fold assignment. 

Alignment errors are particularly detrimental because they are frequent and have a large impact 

on the model accuracy. Unfortunately, no current comparative model building method can 

generally recover from errors in the input alignment. Consequently, even residues that are 

misaligned by a single position are most likely modeled with an error larger than the spacing 

between two consecutive Cα positions (ie, 3.8Å).  Alignment mistakes do not only trigger large 

errors in a model, but are also frequent. Most pairs of detectably related protein sequences and 

structures are related at less than 30% sequence identity, where the alignment errors become 

significant (6;7); at 30% sequence identity, ~20% of residues are misaligned on the average (8). 

In large-scale modeling of all known protein sequences that are detectably related to at least 

one known structure, the alignment errors on their own are responsible for about half of the 

grossly mis-modeled residues (ie, residues whose Cα  positions are modeled with an error larger 

than 5Å) (8). In summary, due both to their impact and frequency, alignment errors are the most 

important single limitation on comparative modeling (9).

When correct alignment of the target with the template is difficult, the best comparative model 

for the target may be obtained by using a number of alternative alignments to build and assess 

the corresponding models (10-14). A step further in this direction would be to use model 
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assessment techniques in the search for alignments that generate models with good model 

assessment scores; recovery from alignment errors may be possible if the corresponding errors 

in the comparative models can be detected. Fortunately, there is a great variety of model 

assessment methods, which can sometimes detect some errors in the assessed models (15-

17).

In this paper, we focus on minimizing the impact of an incorrect input alignment on the final 

comparative model. In particular, we describe an automated protocol for comparative modeling 

that is capable of refining the initial target-template alignment in the search for the best model. 

Thus, the protocol is expected to be less sensitive to the errors in the input alignment than the 

traditional approaches to comparative modeling that rely on one or few input alignments. The 

protocol iteratively optimizes both the alignment and the model.  The alignments are explored by 

a genetic algorithm, while a model given an alignment is obtained by our standard comparative 

modeling procedure implemented in MODELLER (3).  

Because the number of all possible alignments of a given target-template pair is enormous (18), 

enumerating and testing all of the alignments by assessing the corresponding models is 

computationally prohibitive. Assuming that each alignment and model building take a few 

minutes of CPU time, it is necessary to use an efficient optimization algorithm that can find a 

good alignment by testing on the order of 10,000 possibilities. Genetic algorithms (19) have 

been used for a variety of difficult optimization problems, such as protein folding (20;21), protein 

docking (22), de novo design of protein sequences (23), protein sequence alignment (24), 

(25;26), and phylogeny estimation (27).  Genetic algorithms are inspired by natural selection in 

evolution. A "population" of "individuals" evolves through "selection" of various "mutations" of 

the individuals and "recombinations" between individuals. The selection is guided by a "fitness" 

function. In our implementation, the individual is a target-template alignment, the mutations and 

recombinations are changes of the alignments, and the fitness of an alignment is a composite 

assessment score for a model implied by the alignment. This iterative approach blurs the 

boundary between traditional comparative modeling, which calculates a highly refined model for 

one alignment, and the threading methods (28-30), which predict the optimal alignment by 

scoring a simple implicit model for each one of the many tested alignments.

We begin by describing the iterative modeling protocol, the benchmarking criteria, and the 

remotely related protein structure pairs used for benchmarking (Methods). In Results, we 
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assess the accuracy of the protocol and illustrate it by a detailed description of the modeling of 

one protein sequence. We conclude by discussing the implications of the results for 

comparative protein structure modeling (Discussion).

Methods

A flowchart of our approach to iterative alignment and modeling is shown in Figure 1.  The 

inputs are (i) a reliable multiple sequence alignment of the target with its close homologs (target 

"profile"); (ii) one or more template structures; and (iii) a reliable multiple alignment of the 

template structures with their close homologs (template profile). The outputs are refined target-

template alignments with the corresponding comparative models for the target sequence, 

ranked by a composite model score. The modeling protocol was implemented on a cluster of

computers running the Linux operating system. For a 150-residue target sequence, the protocol 

currently requires approximately 1 day on 50 nodes with dual 1 GHz Pentium III CPUs. In the 

following sections, we describe the individual steps in the flowchart. The superscripts after the 

section titles refer to the steps in the flowchart in Figure 1. 

 

Generating Initial Target-Template Alignments1,2

The target and template "profiles" were obtained by PSI-BLAST (31), scanning the non-

redundant protein sequence database at NCBI (March 2002) with the E-value cutoff of 10-4 for 

up to 20 iterations. These two profiles were then aligned by the SALIGN command in 

MODELLER (M.A. Marti-Renom, M.S. Madhusudhan, and A. Sali, in preparation). SALIGN 

implements global dynamic programming for alignment of two sequence profiles, with a linear 

gap penalty function. This method is similar to that of FFAS (32), and usually results in 

alignments that are for 5-10% more accurate than those of PSI-BLAST. A single “initial

comparative model’’ was obtained based on the profile-profile alignment with the optimal

initiation and extension gap penalties. If this initial comparative model was assessed to be 

insufficiently accurate (step 5 and 6), a variation of the initiation and extension gap penalties on 

a 5 by 5 grid centered on the optimal penalties was used to calculate 25 alignments. Each of 

these alignments was ranked by the alignment score described in step 3 below. The 15 top 

scoring alignments (ie, “initial parent alignments”) were subsequently subjected to evolution by 

the genetic algorithm operators (step 7).
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Ranking Alignments by an Alignment Score3

An alignment between the target and template profiles was scored by the sum of the 

substitution scores and gap penalties, as implemented in the SALIGN command of 

MODELLER. The substitution score between a target profile position and a template profile 

position is defined as the correlation coefficient between the relative frequencies of each of the 

20 standard residue types at these two positions. Gaps were scored with the linear gap penalty 

function of u + n v, where u is the gap initiation penalty of -575, v is the gap extension penalty of 

-35, and n is the length of the gap.

Building All-Atom Models4

For a given alignment, a single comparative model of the target sequence was built by 

MODELLER-6, applying the default model building routine “model” with fast refinement (3).

Ranking Models by the GA341 Score5,6

An all-atom model was assessed by a GA341 score that combines a Z-score (Zs) calculated 

with a statistical potential function (16), target-template sequence identity (Si), and a measure of 

structural compactness (Sc) (6;16). The GA341 score is defined as:

( )[ ] i c s

i
(S +S )/exp(Z )

GA341= cos S (1)1-

Sequence identity is the fraction of positions with identical residues in the target-template 

alignment. Structural compactness is the ratio between the sum of the standard volumes of the 

amino acid residues in the protein and the volume of the sphere with the radius equal to half of 

the largest dimension of the model. The Z-score is calculated for the combined statistical 

potential energy of a model, using the mean and standard deviation of the 200 random 

sequences with the same composition and structure as the model (16). The combined statistical 

potential energy of a model is the sum of the solvent accessibility terms for all Cβ atoms and 

distance-dependent terms for all pairs of Cα and Cβ atoms. The solvent accessibility term for a 

Cβ atom depends on its residue type and the number of other Cβ atoms within 10A; the non-

bonded terms depend on the atom and residue types spanning the distance, the distance itself, 

and the number of residues separating the distance-spanning atoms in sequence. These 

potential terms reflect the statistical preferences observed in 760 non-redundant proteins of 
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known structure. The GA341 scoring function was evolved by a genetic algorithm that explored 

many combinations of a variety of mathematical functions and model features, to optimize the 

discrimination between good and bad models in a training set of models. The GA341 score 

ranges from 0 for models that tend to have an incorrect fold to 1 for models that tend to be 

comparable to at least low-resolution X-ray structures. 

If the top ranked model in the initial population had the GA341 score greater than 0.6, the initial 

alignments were assumed to be of sufficiently high accuracy to avoid the refinement by our 

relatively coarse scheme; in such a case, the initial comparative model (steps 1-3) is the final 

output of the protocol.

Genetic Algorithm Operators7

A new generation of alignments ("child'' alignments) evolves through an application of five 

genetic algorithm operators on a random subset of the current parent alignments. For the very 

first iteration, the parent alignments are the 15 "initial parent alignments" (steps 1-3).  For the 

subsequent iterations, the parent alignments are the best ten alignments selected in step 10. 

The operators are applied iteratively until at least 300 child alignments are accumulated.

The single point crossover operator swaps alignment segments between two parent alignments 

to generate two child alignments (Figure 2A). The swapped segment is defined by a randomly 

chosen alignment position that matches the same pair of residues in both parents. While the 

first parent is chosen randomly, the second parent is selected by the roulette wheel rule, 

whereby the probability of selection is proportional to the rank of the parent in the population 

(19). The rank of an alignment is defined by its alignment score (step 3). 

The two point crossover operator also swaps alignment segments between two parent 

alignments to generate two child alignments (Figure 2B). The two parent alignments are 

selected as described for the single point crossover operator. Next, all alignment segments that 

are different between the two parents are mapped. One of these segments is selected randomly 

and swapped between the two parents to generate two children.

The gap insertion operator inserts a gap into a parent alignment (Figure 2C). An alignment 

segment is selected randomly. Gaps of equal length are inserted at the beginning and the end 
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of the alignment segment in the target and the template sequences, respectively. The length of 

the inserted gaps is a random number distributed uniformly between 1 and 20.

The gap deletion operator deletes a gap from a parent alignment (Figure 2D). A gap is selected 

randomly from all the gaps in the parent alignment. Next, the gap is shortened by a random 

number of positions, distributed uniformly from 1 to the gap length.

The gap shift operator shifts existing gaps in a parent alignment (Figure 2E). An alignment 

position with a gap to the right of it is selected randomly in the parent alignment. Next, the first 

m gap positions are moved before each one of the 20 preceding residues, generating 20 

children for each integer m from 1 to the length of the gap. Finally, the same procedure is 

repeated at the C-terminal end of the gap, moving the gapped positions of increasing length 

after each one of the 20 subsequent residues. This operator creates many similar children, but 

the redundancy is eliminated during the selection of the representative alignments in step 9.

Selecting Representative Alignments9

The parent and child alignments from the current iteration are pooled. The redundant 

alignments from this pool are eliminated, such that the remaining representative alignments 

share no more than 95% of identically aligned positions or have at least 5 different alignment 

positions. This filtering typically eliminates 20% of the alignments.

Selecting Best Models by a Statistical Potential Score10 

The statistical potential Z-score, Zs (step 5), was used to assess the overall accuracy of the all-

atom models for each of the representative alignments from the current iteration (16).  

Alignments for ten models with the lowest statistical potential Z-scores were selected as the 

parent alignment for further evolution in the next iteration (steps 7-11).

Ranking Models by a Composite Model Assessment Score11,12

After 25 iterations of the target-template alignment and model building, all models calculated 

based on the representative alignments from all iterations are ranked by a composite model 

assessment score. The following 5 scores contribute to the composite score: pair (Pp) and 
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surface (Ps) statistical potential values (step 10) (16); structural compactness (Sc in step 5) (6); 

harmonic average distance score (Ha) (33); and the alignment score (As) in step 3. Next, each 

one of these 5 individual scores is transformed into the corresponding Z-score, by relying on the 

mean µ and standard deviation σ of the score for the assessed models (Z(score) = (score- µ)/σ).  

The five Z-scores are then linearly combined to form the composite model assessment score 

p s c a sZ=0.17 Z(P ) +0.02 Z(P )+0.1 Z(S )+0.26 Z(H )+0.45 Z(A )         (2)

The coefficients in this linear combination were obtained by optimizing the performance of the Z-

score on the training set of 9 template-target pairs described below (B. John and A. Sali, in 

preparation). 

Selecting the Best Model13

For a target sequence with the GA341 score of less than 0.6 in step 6, the best model was 

selected using the composite score (step 12), whereas for a sequence with the GA341 score 

greater than 0.6 in step 6, the best model was selected by the alignment score.

Evaluation of the Alignment and Model Accuracy

The accuracy of a model was determined by comparison with the corresponding native structure 

extracted from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (34). First, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) 

between the corresponding Cα atoms in the model and the native structure was calculated upon 

rigid-body least-squares superposition of all the Cα atoms, as implemented in the SUPERPOSE 

command of MODELLER. Second, the percentage of structurally equivalent positions was 

defined as the percentage of the Cα atoms in the model that are within 5Å of the corresponding 

atoms in the superposed native structure (“native overlap”). In addition to the assessment of a 

model, we evaluated the accuracy of the corresponding alignment through a comparison with 

the CE structure-based alignment. The percentage of correctly aligned positions was defined as 

the percentage of positions in the tested alignment that were identical to those in the CE 

structure-based alignment (“CE overlap”); the residue-gap matches are ignored in this 

calculation. 

The Training and Testing Sets of Pairs of Related Proteins of Known Structure
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We relied on the Fisher set of 68 pairs of remotely related protein structures from 51 to 568 

residues in size (35). According to the structure superpositions by the program CE (36), the 

sequence identity for these pairs ranges from 2.4 to 31.6%, with an average of 16.3% and a 

standard deviation of 6.4%. The percentages of the pairs in the α, β, α/β and α+β  protein 

structure classes are 19%, 36%, 29%, and 10%, respectively. Because comparative protein 

structure modeling requires a degree of structural similarity between the template and target 

structures, we applied the following two filters to select the target-template pairs for training and 

testing of our method: (i) target-template pairs had to have more than 70% of their Cα atoms 

within 5Å of each other, upon rigid-body least-squares superposition using the CE alignment; 

and (ii) target sequences had to have at least 80% of their residues aligned with the template 

residues in the CE alignment. Application of these two filters to the Fisher set of 68 structure 

pairs yielded 48 target-template pairs, 29 of which had the GA341 score of better than 0.6 for 

the top ranking model in the corresponding initial population of alignments (steps 1 and 2). 9 out 

of these 29 pairs were used as the training set to devise the current protocol. The other 20 of 

the 29 pairs (“difficult” set) and the remaining 19 pairs with the GA341 score of less than 0.6 

(“very difficult” set) were used as the testing sets. For each target sequence, we modeled only 

the segment spanned by the first and last aligned residues in the CE structure-based alignment. 

PSI-BLAST and SAM-T99 Alignments

For comparison, we also used the difficult and very difficult testing sets to assess alignment 

accuracy by PSI-BLAST (31) and SAM-T99 (37). Alignments by PSI-BLAST were obtained by 

aligning the target and the template profiles (step 2) to the template and the target sequences, 

respectively. Of the two resulting alignments, the alignment with the most significant E-value 

was used as the final PSI-BLAST alignment.

To construct alignments by SAM-T99, we applied the following protocol (Rachel Karchin, 

personal communication). First, the “w0.5” script in the SAM-T99 package was used to build 

Hidden Markov Models for the target and template sequences, using their PSI-BLAST profiles 

from step 2  above. Next, the program “hmmscore” in the SAM-T99 package was used (sw = 0; 

select_align = 8; adpstyle = 5) to align the Hidden Markov Models of the target and the template

with the template and the target sequences, respectively, resulting in two generally different 
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template-target alignments. The average CE overlap for these two alignments was defined to be 

the SAM-T99 accuracy for a given template-target pair.

Results 

In Methods, we described our iterative alignment, model building and model assessment 

protocol, the alignment and model accuracy criteria, and the training and testing sets of protein 

structure pairs. In Results, we first validate the performance of the protocol with an ideal fitness 

function. Next, we quantify the significant improvements in the alignment and model accuracies 

achieved by our protocol using a realistic fitness function. We also compare the accuracy of our 

protocol with those of PSI-BLAST and SAM-T99. Finally, we illustrate the method by describing 

in detail its application to a single protein sequence.

Sampling Efficiency of the Modeling Protocol with an Ideal Fitness Function

As in any other practical problem, it is necessary to attain a useful solution in a reasonable 

amount of computer time. Therefore, we first explore the sampling efficiency of our protocol. It is 

necessary, although not sufficient, for a good protocol to be able to find a substantially correct 

alignment when an ideal fitness function is used. In particular, we tested the performance of the 

protocol by assessing models with the CE overlap criterion instead of the statistical potential 

score (step 10). With such an artificial fitness function, the current implementation of the 

protocol typically achieves an essentially correct alignment in approximately 30 iterations, both 

for the best alignment in the population and the population as a whole (Figure 3).

Accuracy of Refined Alignments and Models for the “Very Difficult” Testing Set

With the assurance that the modeling protocol is at least in principle capable of finding an 

accurate alignment (Figure 3), we proceeded with testing the protocol using the realistic fitness 

function and the “very difficult” testing set of 19 target-template pairs described in Methods

(Table 1). Target-template sequence identities based on the CE structure alignments in this set 

are less than 27%. The average sequence identity and coverage (percentage of the modeled 

residues in the target sequence) are 14.2% and 85.2%, respectively. 
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We contrast the accuracy of the models in steps 3 (profile-based alignments by SALIGN) and 

10 (model assessment by a statistical potential score) to assess the utility of the statistical 

potential score. The Cα RMSD error and native overlap of the highest ranking model in step 3, 

averaged over the 19 template-target pairs in the test set, are 9.6Å and 42.8%, respectively 

(Figure 4). In comparison, the average accuracy of the highest ranking model is generally higher 

in step 10. For example, after 25 iterations, the average native overlap increased from 42.8% to 

49.2%, while the average Cα RMSD error decreased from 9.6Å to 8.7Å. The differences 

between the highest ranking model and the average accuracy of the top ten models in step 10 

become small after approximately 15 iterations. The observed increase in accuracy validates 

our approach to optimizing a model by evolving alignments under the selective pressure of a 

model assessment score.

To gain insight into the relative importance of the ranking inaccuracies and the incomplete 

sampling of alignments and models, we compared the accuracy of the highest ranking models 

in steps 3 and 10 with the best model sampled in steps 1-11. In all iterations, the best models 

are significantly more accurate than the highest ranking models (Figure 4). For instance, the 

average native overlaps for the highest ranking model and the best model after 25 iterations are 

49.2% and 64.2%, respectively. The difference between these accuracies increases 

considerably with the number of iterations. The steady increase in the average accuracy of the 

best sampled models reaches a plateau at approximately 20 iterations. These results indicate 

that the accuracies of the final alignment and model are limited severely by our ability to 

correctly rank the models by their accuracy in the absence of knowing their actual structures.

We now describe the total improvement achieved by our entire modeling protocol, which also 

includes the final model selection based on the composite model criterion in steps 12-13. The 

average native overlap over all 19 template-target pairs for the highest ranking models in step 

13 increased from 42.8% to 54.4%, relative to the "initial comparative model" in step 3 (Table 1). 

Similarly, the Cα RMSD error and CE overlap improved from 9.6Å to 7.7Å and from 36.7% to 

44.8%, respectively. Moreover, nine of the 19 test cases were modeled with less than 6Å Cα

RMSD error. Improvements in the accuracies of the alignments and models were found to be 

statistically significant at 95% confidence level using the t-student test (38). Despite our partial 

heuristic sampling of the alignment space, typically involving less than 8,000 unique alignments, 

the optimization protocol was generally able to significantly improve the input alignments, even 

when the sequence identity between the template and target sequences was less than 20%. 
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Accuracies of the Refined Alignments and Models for the “Difficult” Testing Set

The current optimization protocol does not refine the initial alignments for the target-template 

pairs in the “difficult” testing set, because they all have the initial GA341 score better than 0.6 

(step 6). These target-template pairs are more similar to each other than those in the “very 

difficult” set. The average sequence identity and coverage for this testing set are 20.1% and 

88.8%, respectively. We first describe the accuracy of the predicted final alignments and models 

(step 13). Next, we describe the improvement in the prediction accuracy that would be achieved 

if the optimization protocol (steps 1—11) were applied and if the correct model ranking in the 

final selection of the best model (step 13) were available.

The average Cα RMSD, native overlap, and CE overlap of the final models of the 20 target 

sequences, obtained without refinement of their initial alignments, are 6.3Å, 69.4%, and 67.4%, 

respectively (Table 2). Out of the 20 target sequences, 13 were modeled with less than 6Å Cα

RMSD error and 15 were modeled with greater than 60% native overlap. Five of the latter 15 

targets share less than 20% sequence identity to their templates. Ten of the 11 target 

sequences with greater than 20% sequence identity to their templates are predicted with 

relatively high accuracy of more than 60% native overlap.

To investigate the potential gain in the prediction accuracy if a perfect model assessment score 

were available for the final selection of the best model, the sampling protocol for alignment 

refinement was applied to the 20 target sequences. With perfect model ranking, the average Cα

RMSD error would improve from 6.3Å to 4.3Å. Similarly, the average native and CE overlaps 

would increase from 69.4% to 83.1% and from 67.4% to 78.4%, respectively. 

Comparison with the PSI-BLAST and SAM-T99 Alignments

For direct comparison with our protocol, we assessed the alignment accuracy of PSI-BLAST 

and SAM-T99 for the very difficult (Table 1) and difficult testing sets (Table 2). The average CE 

overlaps (Table 1, 2) of our iterative genetic algorithms protocol are higher than those produced 

by SAM-T99 and PSI-BLAST: 44.8 versus 35.6% and 25.2%, and 67.4 versus 62.9% and 

58.8% for the very difficult and difficult testing sets, respectively. Taken together, these 

improvements in the alignment accuracies are statistically significant at 95% confidence level 
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using the t-student test (38). Thirteen (11) of the 19 (20) targets in the very difficult set (difficult 

set) were aligned more accurately by the iterative genetic algorithm protocol than by SAM-T99.

Similarly, 15 (15) targets in the very difficult set (difficult set) were aligned more accurately by 

the genetic algorithm protocol than by PSI-BLAST.

Sample Application to a “Very Difficult” Modeling Case

In the previous sections, we benchmarked the optimization protocol using average 

improvements for two different testing sets. Here, we illustrate the protocol in detail by 

describing its application to a single target-template case of 1LTS-1BOV. This example was 

chosen because it has both the lowest sequence identity (4.4%) and the largest gain in the 

alignment accuracy (50% gain in the CE overlap between steps 3 and 13) among all of the 

template-target pairs in the very difficult testing set (Table 1). We contrast the accuracies of the 

predicted model (step 13) and the initial model based on the SALIGN alignment (step 3). 

Refinement of the initial parent alignments (step 3), which would have been useless in most 

applications of comparative modeling, resulted in a reasonably accurate prediction (Table 1). 

The Cα RMSD decreased from 10.1Å for the initial comparative model to 3.6Å for the final 

refined model. Correspondingly, the native and CE overlaps increased from 44.2% to 84.9% 

and from 29.4% to 79.4%, respectively.

Although evolution of alignments guided by the statistical potential scores of the models 

improved the accuracy of the alignments and the models, final model selection based on this 

model score alone would have resulted in the Cα RMSD error of 4.2Å (Figure 5). In contrast, the 

composite model score in step 12 selected a more accurate model with the Cα RMSD error of 

3.6Å. If perfect ranking of the models were available, the model with the Cα RMSD error of 3.1Å 

would have been selected. 

Improvement in the model and alignment accuracies is gradual and not attained in a single step 

of optimization (Figure 6A-C). It is matched by a significant improvement in the model 

assessment score over the course of the whole optimization (Figure 6D). These observations 

demonstrate the usefulness of "evolution" in the genetic algorithm protocol and justify the 

number of optimization steps applied.
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Discussion

We described an automated protocol that refines an initial alignment between a given sequence 

and structure, and increases the accuracy of the corresponding comparative model. These 

improvements are achieved by a genetic algorithm protocol that starts with a set of initial 

alignments, and then iterates through re-alignment, model building, and model assessment to 

optimize a model assessment score. During this iterative process, (i) new alignments are

constructed by application of a number of operators, such as alignment mutations and cross-

overs; (ii) comparative models corresponding to these alignments are built by satisfaction of 

spatial restraints, as implemented in our program MODELLER; and (iii) the models are 

assessed by a composite score, partly depending on an atomic statistical potential. 

The new method was benchmarked on a test set of 39 comparative modeling cases, divided 

into the difficult and very difficult testing sets (Table 1, 2). When testing the procedure on a very 

difficult set of 19 modeling targets sharing only 4-27% sequence identity with their template 

structures, the average final alignment accuracy increased from 37 to 45% relative to the initial 

alignment (the alignment accuracy was measured as the percentage of positions in the tested 

alignment that were identical to the reference structure-based alignment). Correspondingly, the 

average model accuracy increased from 43 to 54% (the model accuracy was measured as the 

percentage of the Cα atoms of the model that were within 5Å of the corresponding Cα atoms in 

the superposed native structure). 

The accuracy of any new prediction method has to be compared with previous results. There 

are a great many existing alignment methods, and it is not practical to consider all of them. 

Thus, we chose to compare the present results with only two, but carefully selected previous 

studies. We chose the PSI-BLAST(31) and SAM-T99 (37) programs because they are easily 

available, widely used, well documented, automated, and accurate (39-41). PSI-BLAST 

depends on sequence profiles and SAM-T99 on Hidden Markov Models. Their alignment 

accuracies have been benchmarked previously (39;40). The average CE overlaps (Table 1, 2) 

of our iterative genetic algorithms protocol are higher than those produced by SAM-T99 and 

PSI-BLAST: 44.8 versus 35.6 and 25.2%, and 67.4 versus 62.9 and 62.9% for the very difficult 

and difficult testing sets, respectively. 
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Despite errors, even comparative protein structure models based on alignments with only 30% 

CE overlap can be useful in biology. For example, such models may be sufficiently accurate in 

some of their parts to allow for interpreting site-directed mutagenesis experiments (42) , 

constructing macromolecular assemblies (43), identifying catalytic residues (44), refining NMR 

structures (45) and fitting into low-resolution electron density maps (46). These models are also 

useful for assessing the fold of the target sequence (8).

Seven of the 12 targets in the very difficult set (19 targets in total) that had CE overlap less than 

30% for the PSI-BLAST alignments, were refined to achieve CE overlaps of more than 30% in 

the final step (step 13).  Thus, approximately 58% of the targets that were inaccurately modeled 

based on the PSI-BLAST alignments can be considered modeled with useful accuracy by our 

protocol (>30% CE overlap). Furthermore, CE overlap of 15 of the 19 targets (80%) in the very 

difficult set was improved by the current protocol with respect to the PSI-BLAST based 

alignments.  

These benchmarks indicate that our new protocol is useful for refining inaccurate models in 

MODBASE (6), a comprehensive database of annotated comparative models for all known 

protein sequences (47) that are detectably related to at least one known protein structure. 

Currently, 40% (~ 166,600) of the models in MODBASE are based on the PSI-BLAST 

alignments with less than 20% sequence identity to the closest template. An extrapolation from 

the results presented here indicates that the current protocol might in principle be able to 

produce useful models for 96,600 additional protein sequences (58% of 166,600). In practice, 

refining 166,600 models in MODBASE by the current protocol is not feasible because it would 

require too much computer time. However, a smaller subset of biologically important sequences 

could be selected for refinement by this protocol.

 The genetic algorithm protocol for refining a given sequence-structure alignment can already be 

selected as an option in MODWEB, a web server for automated comparative modeling that 

relies on MODPIPE (8), which in turn depends on PSI-BLAST (31), IMPALA (48) and 

MODELLER (3). However, due to the high demand for CPU time (eg, 1 day on 100 Intel 

Pentium III CPUs for one alignment refinement), the web access is currently restricted to a small 

number of selected users. In addition to our current benchmarks, the protocol will also be 

evaluated by the EVA web server for automated and continuous assessment of protein structure 

prediction methods (49).
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The iterative alignment, modeling, and model assessment protocol is currently limited at least by 

the errors in the assessment of model accuracy. A comparison of the accuracies of the best 

model generated in steps 1-11 and the final model selected in step 13 (Table 1) reveals that 

there is considerable scope for further improvement by using more accurate model ranking in 

steps 3, 10, and 13. Our results indicate that a statistical potential score used in conjunction with 

other model assessment scores can lead to more accurate predictions than those obtained 

based on the individual scores (Table 1, Figures 4-6). While our composite model score is 

frequently able to select nearly the best model from a large ensemble of structures, it is 

generally unable to choose the best model (Figures 4-6). For instance, if model ranking were to 

select the best generated model (steps 1-11), the native overlap would increase from 42.8% in 

step 3 to 64.2% in step 13 for the very difficult test set. Similar improvements would also be 

observed for CE overlap (36.7% to 57.8%) and Cα RMSD (9.6Å to 6.3Å).  A more accurate 

scoring scheme would not only afford the selection of the most accurate generated model, but 

would also bias the search towards the more relevant parts of the alignment space, and 

therefore further increase the accuracy and efficiency of the whole protocol.
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Figure 1: Overview of modeling by iterative alignment, model building and model assessment. An 
initial set of alignments is generated using sequence profiles of the target and template sequences1,2. 
Comparative models implied by the alignments are built by MODELLER4 and ranked by the GA341 
score5. If the predicted model accuracy is low (GA341 score <0.6), genetic algorithm operators are 
applied to the selected initial alignments to generate new alignments7. The process of alignment7-9, model 
building4 and model assessment10 is continued for up to 25 iterations11. A composite model assessment 
score is used at the end to assess the accuracy of the models corresponding to all of the representative 
alignments from all 25 iterations13. The top model is selected as the final output from the protocol13. Refer 
to Methods for a detailed description of the steps.
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Figure 2: Genetic algorithm operators used in iterative alignment, model building and model 
assessment. The five genetic algorithm operators that transform parent alignment(s) on the left into child 
alignment(s) on the right are illustrated in panels A-E. Alignment segments shown in bold are altered by 
the operation. See Methods for details.

A) Single point cross-over
…TSSQ–NMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGY––––––––––––…………
…V–SSCN––––––––––––GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQNMKMKMKMK––––––––––––LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKV––––––––––––GV…GV…GV…GV…

…TSSQ–NMKMKMKMK––––––––––––LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…
…V–SSCNGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKV––––––––––––GV…GV…GV…GV…

…TSSQNMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGY––––––––––––…………
…VSSCN––––––––––––GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…

B) Two point cross-over
…TSSQSSQSSQSSQ––––NMKLGVFWGY–––…
…V––––SSCSSCSSCSSCN–––GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQNMK–––LGVFWGY…
…VSSCSSCSSCSSCNGDLHMKV–––GV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQNMKLGVFWGY–––…
…VSSCSSCSSCSSCN–––GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQ––––NMK–––LGVFWGY…
…V––––SSCSSCSSCSSCNGDLHMKV–––GV…

C) Gap insertion
…TSSQNMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGV…    

…TSSQN––––––––MKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGY…
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVG––––––––V…

D) Gap deletion
…T–––––----SSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGV––––-----…

…T-SSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGV-…

E) Gap shift
…TTTT––––––––SSSSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…––––TTTT––––SSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSVSSVSSVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…TTTT––––SSSS––––SQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…––––––––TTTTSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSVSSVSSVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––… 

…TSTSTSTS––––––––SQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––… 

A) Single point cross-over
…TSSQ–NMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGY––––––––––––…………
…V–SSCN––––––––––––GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQNMKMKMKMK––––––––––––LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKV––––––––––––GV…GV…GV…GV…

…TSSQ–NMKMKMKMK––––––––––––LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…LGVFWGY…
…V–SSCNGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKVGDLHMKV––––––––––––GV…GV…GV…GV…

…TSSQNMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGYMKLGVFWGY––––––––––––…………
…VSSCN––––––––––––GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…GDLHMKVGV…

B) Two point cross-over
…TSSQSSQSSQSSQ––––NMKLGVFWGY–––…
…V––––SSCSSCSSCSSCN–––GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQNMK–––LGVFWGY…
…VSSCSSCSSCSSCNGDLHMKV–––GV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQNMKLGVFWGY–––…
…VSSCSSCSSCSSCN–––GDLHMKVGV…

…TSSQSSQSSQSSQ––––NMK–––LGVFWGY…
…V––––SSCSSCSSCSSCNGDLHMKV–––GV…

C) Gap insertion
…TSSQNMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGV…    

…TSSQN––––––––MKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGMKLGVFWGY…
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVGGDLHMKVG––––––––V…

D) Gap deletion
…T–––––----SSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGV––––-----…

…T-SSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGVSCNGDLHMKVGV-…

E) Gap shift
…TTTT––––––––SSSSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…––––TTTT––––SSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSVSSVSSVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…TTTT––––SSSS––––SQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––…

…––––––––TTTTSSQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSVSSVSSVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––… 

…TSTSTSTS––––––––SQNMKLGVFWGY…                                        
…VSSCVSSCVSSCVSSCNGDLHMKVGV––… 
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Figure 3: Efficiency of the genetic algorithm protocol relying on an ideal fitness function. CE 
overlap of the evolving alignments is plotted against the iteration index (step 11 in Figure 1). The 
evolution is shown for one of the testing template-target pairs, the 1MOL-1CEW pair; similar results are 
obtained for the other testing pairs (not shown). The top ranking alignment (closed circles); the average of 
the top 10 alignments (open circles).
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Figure 4: Accuracy of the genetic algorithm protocol as a function of the optimization progress. All 
three panels show the averages over the 19 target-template pairs in the “difficult” testing set. The model 
accuracy is measured both by the Cα RMSD of a model from the native structure (A) and by the native 
overlap (B). The alignment accuracy is measured by the CE overlap (C). The highest ranking model in 
step 10 (closed circle). The most accurate model in step 9 (closed triangle). The average of the ten 
highest ranking models in step 10 (closed square). The most accurate model among the ten highest 
ranking models in step 10 (open triangle). The most accurate model generated in any of the steps 1 to 11 
up to the current iteration index (open circle).  The final model (step 13) selected using the composite 
score in step 12 (diamond).
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Figure 5: The statistical potential score of a model of 1LTS based on 1BOV as a function of its Cα
RMSD error. The model at the crossing of the vertical and horizontal lines corresponds to the best model 
according to the composite model accuracy criterion.
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Figure 6: Accuracies of the 1LTS alignment and model as a function of the optimization progress.
(A-C) See Figure 4 for a description of the symbols. (D) Statistical potential score. The bottom panels (a-
c) show models (red) in representative iterations superposed on the native structure (blue). Panel d 
shows the final model superposed on the native structure. The Cα RMSD errors for these models are 
10.1Å (a), 3.8Å (b), 4.3Å (c), and 3.6Å (d).
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Template- S.Id.a Cov.b -Initial prediction-----Initial best---- --Final prediction-Population best- PB-SAM-
Target pair NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe CEe CEe

1ATR-1ATN 13.8 94.3 13.1 19.2 20.2 16.8 17.1 24.6 11.7 18.8 20.2 17.7 17.1 24.6 0.0 29.6
1BOV-1LTS 4.4 83.5 44.2 10.1 29.4 51.2 10.1 29.4 84.9 3.6 79.4 91.9 3.1 92.6 0.0 27.2
1CAU-1CAU 18.8 96.7 18.5 11.7 15.6 18.5 11.7 15.6 29.8 10.0 27.4 43.3 7.6 47.4 2.5 69.4
1COL-1CPC 11.2 81.4 37.1 8.6 44.0 37.1 8.6 44.0 53.6 5.6 58.6 70.0 4.8 59.3 0.0 15.1
1LFB-1HOM 17.6 75.0100.0 1.2100.0100.0 1.2100.0100.0 1.2100.0100.0 1.1100.0 27.5 80.4
1NSB-2SIM 10.1 89.2 22.4 13.2 20.2 25.3 12.8 26.8 23.5 13.2 20.1 26.2 12.3 26.8 0.0 6.5
1RNH-1HRH 26.6 91.2 10.5 13.0 21.2 10.5 13.0 21.2 69.3 4.8 35.4 87.7 3.5 57.5 63.7 57.0
1YCC-2MTA 14.5 55.1 81.5 3.4 72.4 81.5 3.4 72.4 71.6 5.3 58.4 87.7 3.1 75.0 51.3 47.3
2AYH-1SAC 8.8 78.4 55.0 5.8 33.8 66.2 5.2 42.6 66.2 5.5 48.0 79.4 4.8 64.9 12.2 11.1
2CCY-1BBH 21.3 97.0 77.2 4.1 52.4 77.2 4.1 52.4 88.2 3.1 73.0 96.1 2.6 77.0 68.9 66.4
2PLV-1BBT 20.2 91.4 61.2 7.3 58.9 61.2 7.3 58.9 62.9 7.3 58.9 66.5 6.2 60.7 55.2 45.4
2POR-2OMF 13.2 97.3 15.1 18.3 11.3 15.7 16.7 11.3 28.7 11.4 14.7 31.7 10.5 25.9 33.1 21.4
2RHE-1CID 12.2 61.6 42.2 9.2 33.7 42.2 8.8 33.7 54.1 7.5 51.1 61.5 4.4 71.1 0.0 43.4
2RHE-3HLA 2.4 96.0 43.2 8.1 16.5 43.2 8.1 16.5 47.4 7.6 9.4 56.8 6.7 43.5 0.0 10.6
3ADK-1GKY 19.5100.0 18.3 13.8 26.6 39.8 9.3 33.8 36.6 11.5 37.7 53.2 7.7 48.1 68.8 44.9
3HHR-1TEN 18.4 98.9 65.2 7.3 60.9 65.2 6.7 62.1 70.8 6.0 66.7 80.9 4.9 79.3 71.3 59.8
4FGF-8I1B 14.1 98.6 29.9 11.3 24.0 52.1 6.2 31.4 41.0 9.3 30.6 52.8 5.4 41.2 24.0 11.9
6XIA-3RUB 8.7 44.1 28.2 10.5 14.5 28.2 10.4 14.5 23.1 10.1 11.0 39.0 9.0 34.3 0.0 4.4
9RNT-2SAR 13.1 88.5 50.6 5.8 41.7 71.8 5.5 48.8 70.6 5.1 51.2 76.5 4.8 69.0 0.0 25.0
Average 14.2 85.2 42.8 9.6 36.7 47.6 8.7 38.9 54.4 7.7 44.8 64.2 6.3 57.8 25.2 35.6

Table 1: Accuracies of alignments and models for the “very difficult” testing set of 19 target-
template pairs. aPercentage sequence identity based on the CE alignment. bCoverage, measured as the 
percentage of the number of residues modeled in the complete target sequence. cNative overlap. dCα
RMSD between the model and the native structure. eCE overlap. “Initial prediction”, the model based on 
the SALIGN alignment with the optimal gap parameters in step 3. “Initial best”, the most accurate model 
among those based on the 15 initial parent alignments in step 3.  “Final prediction”, the final model 
selected by the composite model accuracy score in step 13. “Population best”, the most accurate model 
generated through steps 1-11. “PB” and “SAM”, PSI-BLAST and SAM-T99 alignment accuracy, 
respectively (Methods).
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Template- S.Id.a Cov.b Initial prediction ---Initial best--- Final prediction- -Population best PB- SAM-
Target pair NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe NOc CRd CEe CEe CEe

1EGO-1ABA 16.9 100.0 63.2 5.6 35.1 87.4 4.5 53.2 63.2 5.6 35.1 87.4 4.1 53.2 24.7 22.7
1FRN-2PIA 14.5 68.5 73.6 5.4 64.4 80.0 4.1 69.2 73.6 5.4 64.4 88.2 3.2 74.3 60.3 50.4
1HBG-1DXT 22.4 97.3 88.8 3.3 84.3 91.6 2.6 90.3 88.8 3.3 84.3 93.7 2.5 91.0 84.3 84.7
1MOL-1STF 10.3 85.3 37.0 12.2 30.8 67.9 4.6 53.8 37.0 12.2 30.8 98.8 2.9 72.5 0.0 46.2
1PAZ-1AAJ 27.5 81.0 84.7 3.4 70.0 84.7 3.4 70.0 84.7 3.4 70.0 95.3 2.1 91.2 63.7 68.8
1YCC-1C2R 31.6 99.1 75.7 5.1 83.7 75.7 5.1 83.7 75.7 5.1 83.7 81.7 4.0 88.8 88.8 86.2
2CPP-2HPD 15.6 93.4 72.8 6.1 79.2 73.8 6.1 79.2 72.8 6.1 79.2 76.6 5.2 82.5 70.8 47.3
2FB4-1FC1 22.5 69.6 59.7 8.5 53.6 59.7 8.4 53.6 59.7 8.5 53.6 72.9 6.1 73.9 58.0 58.7
2HIP-1HIP 23.5 95.3 71.6 4.6 57.4 71.6 4.6 57.4 71.6 4.6 57.4 87.7 3.3 79.4 52.9 82.3
2HIP-1ISU 20.4 90.3 96.4 2.4 66.7 98.2 2.2 75.9 96.4 2.4 66.7 100.0 1.8 94.4 14.8 78.7
2MNR-1CHR 17.9 99.5 83.7 4.5 71.1 83.7 4.5 71.7 83.7 4.5 71.1 89.1 3.2 76.9 69.7 78.3
2RHE-1TLK 20.4 86.4 88.8 3.0 72.7 88.8 3.0 72.7 88.8 3.0 72.7 98.9 2.3 83.1 52.3 48.9
2RHE-3CD4 21.7 100.0 60.6 7.6 60.9 60.6 7.5 60.9 60.6 7.6 60.9 64.7 6.5 62.0 34.8 58.1
2SCP-2SAS 16.5 97.8 75.7 4.3 85.3 75.7 4.3 85.3 75.7 4.3 85.3 82.3 3.9 87.6 76.5 84.1
3GRS-1NPX 15.9 98.0 30.6 13.4 46.5 54.6 8.6 51.7 30.6 13.4 46.5 59.4 8.1 53.8 63.4 55.4
3HLA-1PFC 22.7 91.0 79.2 3.9 89.7 80.2 3.8 89.7 79.2 3.9 89.7 89.1 3.3 93.8 77.3 66.5
3MIN-1MIO 17.2 89.0 21.0 15.1 78.5 27.8 13.5 78.5 21.0 15.1 78.5 48.0 10.4 78.7 71.9 49.9
4CPV-1OSA 30.4 46.6 97.1 2.4 97.1 97.1 2.4 97.1 97.1 2.4 97.1 98.5 2.1 97.1 95.7 95.0
4ENL-2MNR 12.6 88.5 50.3 10.8 50.6 57.9 7.7 53.2 50.3 10.8 50.6 67.1 7.0 61.3 43.9 28.8
6LDH-2CMD 21.7 99.4 78.1 4.4 70.8 78.4 4.4 71.9 78.1 4.4 70.8 82.6 4.2 71.9 71.2 66.5
Average 20.1 88.8 69.4 6.3 67.4 74.8 5.3 71.0 69.4 6.3 67.4 83.1 4.3 78.4 58.8 62.9

Table 2: Accuracies of alignments and models for the "difficult" testing set of 20 target-template 
pairs. See Table 1 for a description of the columns.


